
NKCMATI A.-ID OBSTACLES TO PEACE

H e  argument presented here will be that, although the NKcmati accord 

is a SPtbac'; in our struggle and indeed in the Southern African region 

as a whnle, it must be seen inlts proper context. That context is In fact 

a general forward movement In the struggle for national liberation and 

independence, and in the struggle against imperialism and for socialism 

and for freedom. ?

Ill order to understand Mkomati our basic analysis will therefore be to 

outline the development of the present status o/international relations in 

general, the changing nature of regional relations , the mode of development 

and postion of individual countries in the region. We then need a clear con

ception of the nature and path of our national liberation struggle. We 

need this in order tounderstand the impact of Mkomati. Finally, we need to 

develop an adequate strategic and organisational response so that we 

can continue ar.d indeed intensify our struggle.

Without purporting togive more than a broad outline, the history of Africa's 

relations with Europe can be divided into a number of phases. In the 

earliest phases prior to the slave trade what relations there were , and 

these were limited contacts, were relations of equality. In the sixteenth 

century for example, there is correspondence between the King of Portugal 

and the King of the Congo, where the Portuguese king refers to his 'royal 

brother*.

The slave trade however altered this balance and ushered In an era of 

European exploitation of Africa, first of African bodies as slave labourers 

This pahse fundemental ly weakened Africa and paved thewayfor colonial 

conquest and a more systematic and far -  reaching European domination over 

Africa.

Subsequent struggles and Indeed our present South African struggle are part 

of a wider struggle to free Africa from this imperialist grip and to 

enable Africans to determine their own political destiny.

At the dawn of tho twentieth century we had throughout most of Africa, a 

classical colonial situation with African peoples dominated by an imperial 

powor . an I'np'irfal power situated overseas. ' •
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IH the twentieth century this balance was to change. Already the socialist 

movement and progressives in the African and Asian colonies were calling 

for an end to colonialism. But the October Revolution of 1917 created a 

fundemental breach in the imperialist world..After 1917 a socialist 

state existed, whose very first acts declared the annexation of other 

peoples’ territories to be an international crime. Also 1n its practice 

the Soviet Union was to annul all unequal treaties previously entered 

into by Tsarist Russia and to allow Finland and Poland to realise 

their self-determination by seceding from Russia.

After World War 11 we saw the emergence of asocialist camp in Europe, 

a number of states ccirjnitted to socialist development and in their relations 

with Africa, Asia, and Latin America, coimiuitted to self-determination 

and sovereign equality.

IH 1949 the socialist world expanded further with the creation of the 

People's Republic of China and 1n the 1960s and 1970s it was extended 

to Cuba, Vietnam, Laos, Kampuchea, Afganlstan and on our own continent 

there are/states with a strong socialist orientation, such as Ethiopia, 

Angola an(d Mozambique and also South Ycmin.
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All the'se socialist gains were severe setbacks for the Imperialists. 8ut 

these setbacks went further.. Latin American states, previously almost 

entirely under American tutelage are now asserting a degree of independance. 

Many of the states of Africa and Asia having a socialist orientation are 

persuing policies that bring them Into contradiction with imperialism.

Such anti-imperialist trends have found organisational expression 1n the 

nonaligned movement, the changing balance of forces in the U.N., the 

conmonwealth and other organisations.

So the 1960's and 1970's were 1n the main, periods of severe setback for 

imperialism. The Imperialist response has been varied. In the sixties 

it was at first possible to directly respond militarily as in Guatemala 

1n 1965. In the seventies this was more problematic, especially after the 

imperialist defeat in Vietnam. The tendancy has subsequently been to set 

up sub-imperial powers. First the Shah, who unfortunately for imperialism 

is no longer with us, then Isreal and now S.A.



So what we have then 1n the 1980s Is two world systems wtth 

the socialist world In alliance with the nonaligned states making r.any 

gains against imperialism. The consequencc for SA of the principled st'jnd of 

these states as well as the concerted efforts of the AHC external mission 

and other anti-apartheid forces has been that SA, once a respected member 

of UN and Commonwealth has been hounded out of virtually every International 

organisation. By the time of the election of Thatcher and Reagan, SA's 

isolation was virtually complete.

The election of Thatcher, Reagan and Kohl has seen an attempt to redress 

the international balance of forces, to rollback Coranunism , even by 

direct imperialist Intervention as in Grenada, It has also seen an attempt to 

rescue SA from its well deserved polecat status, to find a way to bring the 

racist regime back into the respectable capitalist world.

It Is in this context that we must undentand, the Botha regime's renewed attempts 

to depict itself as peaceful. In order to justify their reabsorbtion Into the 

wider capitalist family, the S.A. regime must appear to behave "normally".

Even if so-called peace with neighbours is secured by violence.}that might 

appear to provide a basis for justifying the ending of its pariLh status.

I now want to pass on to the S.A. region. Prior to 1965 we find on the one hand 

protectorates - Botswana, Lesotho and Swaziland; Portuguese Colonies of Mozambique 

and Angola; Rhodesia, Namibia under South Africa's yoke and South Africa 

Itself practising extrea* repression.

In the period 1965 to 1974 we see the protectorates securing Independance and 

armed struggle being entered into In Namibia, Zimbabwe, Mozambique and Angola.

In S.A. extensive repression continues.

In the period 1974 to 1980 we see S.A. gradually surrounded by independant states 

apart fro. Namibia. First Mozambique and Angola successfully gain independance 

after hcrioic liberation wars. Then the Zimbabwean liberation war is concluded . 

after the Lancaster House talks, which lead to the country's independance.

All these events stimulate mass action within S.A. First the renewed worker 

activity and emergence of Independant trade unions. Then we see the her ole

;n97t6hfonowed by the TOre °r9jn,sed — ^  -  -

Throughout the 70's and 80's armed resistance has escalated as demonstrated in a 

scries of daring acts of sabotage, notably Kocbcrg, Voortrekkarh-agte, Preo-ia 

011 Refineries, etc. * ’

The final phase of the struggle in the South African region frco *.921 to |»84 

the period when S.A. tries to reverse the gains made by the lUeratiar. struggles 

in the region. It is the period of destabilisation and extensive military Inter

vention. S.A. directly Intervenes In Angola, and still occupies large tracts of 

Angolan territory. Xouth Africa also carries out incursions, into Zimbabwe. Zambia 

Lesotho. Mozambique. This 1s coupled with a massive policy of destabilisation. These 

strategies are aimed at subverting the independance of states in the region by

encouraging counter revolutionary bandits 1n Mozambique, Angola, Lesotho and 
Zimbabwe.

To counter this the states In the region have formed themselves into a coherent 

political force as the frontline states, who exercisc considerable political 

influence in Africa as a whole. Economically they have formed SAOCC to reduce 

their dependance on apartheid S.A. Finally, they have called on the assistance

o Socialists and friendly neighbouring states. First Cuban and Soviet military 

support to Angola, Soviet naval support In Mozambique after Matola raid then 

Tanzanian military support in Mozac*ique. This is coupled with extensive economic, 

scientific and medical assistance from Socialist and Scandinavian states.

Jhe destabilisation of states in the region is related to the struggle against

:nP;rth;;d 7°  ;he extent that PeacefuI •*» » ™ e d  struggle against apartheid has 

intensified, the apartheid regime has tried to pretend that its source lies in 

neighbouring states. Previously It blamed Moscow. Though it still does that, more

aoainst'6 It T "  ^  ^  SUPP° r t  thS S° Uth druggie
against apartheid. Despite these states denying that they have ever offered military

ases to ANC, the South African apartheid regime tries to intimidate them into 

reducing their committment to end apartheid.

I now want to turn to Mozambique. Prior to 1974 It conducted an armed struogle

against the Portuguese fascist and colonial regi„,e. Having secured independance

proceeded In Its struggle to build a socialist state, to end oppression and class

exploitation. But it faced considerable difficulties. First there was the legacy of

colonialism which had left the country without an industrial base, which also

explain, the class character of the Mozambican struggle which was primarily

peasant in composition. Then there were natural disasters such as severe N o u ghts

and a l t e r n a t i v e l y  H jn o f crops. Then the extensive damage caused 
n.<K bandits.



Nevertheless in this period after llezairbican 1nriependar.ee the Peoples Republic of 

Ka;of=6ique pet sued i principled policy towards the apartheid state. From the 

outset it rocognlzed the A'iC as the legitimate representative of the South African 

pocple'and its struggled consistently against apartheid and for the regime's 

isolation.

In the most recent period 1981-1994, the Mozanbican re;1rce has had to evaluate the 

consequences of these pressures and to confront an economically disastrous 

situation. This is the context in which Nkonati was entered into. We know that 1n 

such situations, demoralisation may set 1n, that forces within a political 

wiveaent, previously In the ninority, nay rise to docainance, advocating a different 

line.

This is also the situation when the Reagan and Thatcher regimes are trying to reverse 

the trend of South African isolation. This is tlie tine of raids Into neighbouring 

states and deals with Imperialist:. South Africa's reabsorbtlon demands not only 

“peace treaties" but what 1s depicted as "internal reform' 1s an attest to 

rehabilitate the iaage of apartheid by conducting racist policies by different means. 

This is also the period of extensive oilitarisatlon of the South African state, 

where parliament's power decreases relative to the executive in generajand the 

military in particular. The imperialist goals in this period, which it seeks j

to achieve through apartheid S.A. are: internal repression, but of a ir.ere acceptably 

kirs in appearance, external extermination of the ANC, destabilisation and re-intr/

of S.A. into the international arena. f
x
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What dees all this mean for us, for democrats struggling within S.A. to create a [free 

ar.d non-racial state. Our approach to the struggle 1n consequence of these 

imperial ist endevours, txist be, in the first place, to draw nore and more people 

into our movement, to develop our organisations so that we harness their energies 

as effectively as possible. What f o m s  of struggle we can engage 1n cannot be 

chosen abstractly. They will only be feasible in so far as they reflect the level 

of our organisation.

Externally - what Bust our relations be with the front line states? I think that wa 

need and they need to realize and acknowledge that there will be no long tern 

stability In the region until there is liberation in S.A. There nay be treaties 

but there will not be peace within S.A. and without the Internal peace there can 

be no possibility of peaceful relations of equality with the states i?f the region. 

Nkcwjti 'iuy forbid fonts of subversion In one state. Tiie apartheid regime will not 

^fcrcok IMrpcn-ijnt otitis. Their very existance threatens it. It 1s In our Interest 

tu d e p e n d a n t  Hozanrtique and to have strong and Ind'^fcd-'t states in the

w.Vj’c regid>w,, 'fcr V y

We must support them. Equally 1t is In their Interest to support us in our struggle 

to rid the world of the scourge of apartheid.

What then is the Impact of the Hkomati. We noted at the beginning of this talk that 

it has weakened the spirit of many of our people. We cannot allow that to continue. 

He have to rid ourselves of any feeling of dofeatls®. A long and difficult struggle 

lies ahead. We never expected It to rove smoothly. We have had .nany setbacks 

before Nkomati. We suroounted them and we will surnount this cne. We will do so if 

we Improve our organisations and in our strategic response if we put even nore 

of our energy behind the UDF Into turning this Front Into the truly mighty force 

that it needs to be.

With Nkomati we may expect more repression. The state may feel that the accord frees 

its hand to deal more viciously with mass resistance. How we can meet this prospect, 

the only effective way of carrying the people with us, no mateer what the racists 

nay do, is to Intensify mass action and struggles - among the workers, in the 

connunitles, among the youth and women*

As regards the International Impact of Nkomati, admittedly P.W. Botha got to Europe 

and was received by Thatcher. But even these "gains" must be seen dialectlcally, for 

as with the New Zealand rugby tour the "gains" were largely eroded by the spurt 

that these visits provided to anti-apartheid organisations, who used the tour as a 

rallying point to draw vast protesting crowds.

I cannot pretend that we wanted this Hkomati Accord. It was something of a setback. 

But this setback occurred within the context of coverall advance in our struggle, 

internally and internationally. We must not allow ourselves to be inrroblUsed by ' 

this Accord. We must strengthen our organisations, and deepen our understanding 

and develop cur strategy and tactics. No matter how many accords the racists may 

force other states to enter with them, no matter how much violence they use against 

our people and other states in the region, our struggle will not stop. No matter 

how long it takes, we will continue. Ultimately we will be free and the freedom of 

S.A. will be the freedom of the whole region.
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